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Roy, Mora County, New Mexico,' Saturday, October 21. 1911.

COMMITTEES AGREE

NOT ASHAMED OF HIS

ON SIZE OF BALLOTS

No. 39

REPUBLICAN
PRIMARY.

RECORD

THEY WILL BE SIXTEEN IX-- '
The Republican Primary for
CUES LONG AND THREE.
Precinct 22, was held in the I. O.
AND ONE HALF INCH- O.
F. hall on Wednesday, being
The record of Delegate to Con expenditures of millions of dolES WIDE.
called
promptly at 2 p. m. The
gress William II. Andrews dur- lars. The creation of two new
regular
routine of business was
ing his seven years of service as land offices; the appropriation for
Santa Pe. N. M., Oct. 16 The epresentative of New Mexico at a magnificent federal building at gone over, the secretary reading
republican and democratic state the National Capital has been Ros well; the appropriation for the Call and etc.
central committees in Santa Pe made an issue by the Democratic bridges across the Rio Grande
Frank A. Roy was choosen perhave reached an agreement in re- party in the present campaign, which had been cut out of the In manent Chairman of the meeting
gard to the size and shape of the and rightly so. But it is not a dian bill but through Delegate' with Francisco Sanchez y Medina
ballots to be used at the first state record of which the Republican Andrews were restored almost on as Vice President and A. S.
election. Following is an agree- party is ashamed. County con the last day of the session. There Hushkevitz as Secretary.
ment drawn up and signed by vention after county convention, were big appropriations for the A motion was made by Franthe chairmen of the two commit- in its resolutions, conveyed to him Indian Schools at Santa Fe and cisco Sanchez y Medina that the
,
tees:
the thanks of the party and the Albuquerque and for day schools Chair name a committee of three
Whereas, in an opinion dated state convention at Las Vegas at Shiprock and at other points, to name the 1& delegates, viliich
the 14th day of October, A. D., praised him. '
and for other purposes, not one was carried by 31 to 19.
1911, the attorney general of the
The Chairman named, E. J . H.
delegate
The
of a territory is a section, of the territory being neterritory of New Mexico, has ad- voteless representative at Wash glected, the money from the nat- Roy, Francisco Sanchez y Medina
vised the undersigned that the ington.
The fol- He is not considered at ional treasury flowing into busi- and Guadalupe Garcia.
official ballots containing the nam al wh en the big political issues ness channels in New Mexico owing delegates were named and
es of the nominees for state, are decided. Nevertheless, more during years that were lean in a declared elected : Francisco Sancounty and district offices, and than one congressman has testi business way.
chez y Medina, F. S. Brown,
members of the legislature, and fied that Delegate Andrews secur
Then there were many,, routine Guadalupe Garcia, E. .1. H. Roy,
such other officers as are to be ed more for his constituents than bill that were passed expeditious- Dionicio Santillanes, A. S. Hushvoted for at the election on Noy. the average congressman, yet, ly through his efforts. The Carey ievitz, Alejandro Hernandez, F.
7, 1911, may be printed in any even than the average senator. Act land appropriation, the bill II. Foster, Cosme Hernandez, H.
convenient size without violating Delegate Andrews never claimed enabling irrigation districts to Goodman, Bernardino Sanchez,
any law or laws of the territory particular credit for this, but bond themselves, and scores of W. Fred Ogden, Tomas Vigil, W.
of New Mexico;
gives due mead of praise to his similar measures.
In congress, Patterson and Leandro , Archu
Now, Therefore, in order to se many friends in both Houses and in committees, at the White House leta.
There being no further busi
cure uniformity in the size 't)f to President Taft.
in the departments, Delegate An
throughout
ness
in order, a motion was made
official
ballots
said
Some of the achievements of drews was always busy, knew
agree,
the territory, we hereby
Delegate Andrews in congress how to reach the men in command that the 15 delegates named, be
for and on behalf of our respective have been spectacular, such as and how to secure benefits for his given their certificate of election,
committees that the official bal the big appropriation for the pub constituents. No letter ever re which motion prevailed and the
lots for. use as aforesaid shall be lie building at Albuquerque, mained unanswered, no request meeting closed.
printed on white paper and shall which was snatched from an un ever passed unheeded, to him all
be 8i inches in width and 16 inch willing congress at the last mo constituents looked alike, whether
es in length, or within
ment on the last day of a session, Republican, Democrat, Prohibit
of an inch of that size.
and which was added to later ionist, Socialist or anything élse.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
through the efforts of Delegate Delegate Andrews was tireless
Chairman Republican Centra A ndrews. Such was also the ap in serving the New Mexico people
Committee of New Mexico.
propriation to pay the deficit of and a powerful host of friends al
A. A. JONES,
$20.000 of the Irrigation Congress ways stood ready to help him,
A few disgruntled Republicans,
Chairman Democratic Centra at Albuquerque, an appropriation He was the busiest delegate any
14
in number, headed by one W.
New
Mexico.
of
Committee
which was almost unprecedented territory ever had in congress
in its character.
and the only one that ever kept F. Walkowiak, an aspiring poliOther achievements were less the promise that New Mexico tician of Roy, have named another
striking, but much more far would have statehood before he delegation to the Mora County
Convention. Owing to the fact
reaching. The magnificent land went out of office.
grant for pulic schools and state
If he achieved these things as a that neither Mr. Walkowiak or
delegate, what might he Mr.-E- . P. Brown were named as
voteless
institutions in the enabling act
New Mexico, its delegates they felt hurt and figThe Floersheim Mercantile Co was about to be cut out by Sena- not secure for
Beveridge who was opposed cities, and towns, its irrigation ure that they will get recognition
this week shipped a carload o tor
giving the territory any en- interests and its dry fanners, its at Mora.
wheat of 44,000 lbs to the JSI Paso to
and its stockmen, us
This Publication has the slate
Grain and Milling Co. The wheat dowment whatsoever. It was miners,
N.
by
An- railroaders and to other multifar that these disgruntled
Mex.
saved
fellows
to
Delegate
is prbnounced a fine quality of
he had a vote were to run in. As a matter of
interests,
if
ious
and
his
drews
friends.
The
Turkey Red, and commanded
thousands of pensions, or renew- and the powerful new state be fact you got voted down on all of
the top market price.
of pensions, he has aided in se- hind him.
your contentions at" the regular
Several carloads are being made al
Surely, New Mexico is not un meeting. Why stir up matters?
curing
pastseven
veterans
the
for
up for shipment and Roy promis
the Republican
the layout is
years, and which put into circu- grateful nor is of
the record The best part of
party ashamed
es to be on the map as a sure
enough wheat producing com lation half a million dollars an- mad by New "Mexico's delegate that the bolters are the very
nually inNew Mexico, are in them- in comrress, for no matter, what same ones that stood in line a
munity.
selves a record not attained by one's opion as to his personality couple of years age, but at that
any of his predecessors. Then or his future, the unprejudiced time they were elected delegates,
and observant men in both part
Jacob Karlin of Jaritas, was a there came the three great U. S. ies. admit that Andrews has made at least most of them. What next
Mr. Walkowiak?
Reclamation projects involving good
Roy visitor Wednesday.
.
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El Paso Getting
Roy Wheat

Malcontents
Bolt Primary
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E. J. H. Roy, Editor and Proprietor.
ROT.

SOIL

sen-Bu-

hard-worke-

dispatch from Carlsbad to the
New York World states that American women, as usual, are the queens
of fashion at that famous watering
1'lace, and proceeds to name a number who are particularly noted for
their stylish dresses. The West figures In the list quite as conspicuously as the East. The dispatch states
that Carlsbad has been very gay this
season and more crowded than It has
been In 40 years. Back in 1878 the
place was packed to overflowing by
14,000 visitors.
Already this Beason
the number of arrivals has exceeded
70.000. Of course accommodations are
increased year by year, but they do
not keep pace with the rush. From
these statistics there is an opportunity to measure the extent to which
the wealth of Germany as well as the
habit of foreign travel among Americans has grown.
A

We have a Fourth of July for the
purpose of giving the prize fighters
an opportunity to demonstrate their
usefulness and a Labor day so that the
wrestlers may contend upon the
field of glory. Memorial day Is devoted to automobile and motorcycle
races, and Thanksgiving day is sacred
to football. The sporting fraternity
appears to have overlooked Christmas.
One may' get a dispatch around the
world now In 16 minuets, and one
may make the entire circuit of this
little ball In a few hours less than 40
days. One may travel through the air
from St. Louis to New York, only making occasional stops for gasoline and
repairs. The nineteenth century was
wonderful, but the twentieth Is young
yet, and Is already breaking records.
Is said

there

OF FRESH NEWS
THE

CONSERVATION.

will be a revolution

In woman's styles tbe coming season.
And tbe rest of the world, which has

to look at the fashions as they are displayed In public, will rise In unison
and make the welkin ring with the
cry: "For this relief, much thanks."

FOREIGN.
The last of the
games of
the Eastern Intercollegiate football
mid-wee- k

NEW MEXICO

In tbe last decade covered by
g
reports the average acre devoted
to wheat la the United States produced 13.5 bushels a year. Austria, In
the same period, produced 17 bushels
Per acre, France, 19.8, Germany 27.6
and the United Kingdom 32.2. In the
same decade our average yield ot
oats was less than 30 bushels per acre,
while Great Britain's was 42 and Germany's 46. For barley the figures are
25 bushels per acre, as compared with
83 for Germany and 34.6 for Great
Britain. Comparisons similarly unfavorable to our agricultural progress
might be presented at wearisome
length, says the, Ohio State Journal
Nearly all show that our boasted soil
Is giving poorer results than the
d
farm lands of European countries. It Is not the soil's fault It Is
because we have neglected the conservation of our soli Just as we have
neglected the conservation of our foresta and our other natural resources.
We have been forever taking something out and putting nothing back.
As James J. HUI, who Is heart and
soul for better farming because be
wishes his great granger railroad Interests to pay better, says our agriculture is in the condition of a bank
whose depositors are steadily drawing
out more than they put In.

It

CONDENSATION

LATEST IMPORTANT DISPATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPH.

STORY OF THE WEEK
SHOWING THE PROGRESS OP
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN

LANDS.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
.

WESTERN.

Snow, sleet and rain swept across
Montana before a fierce gale. At Butte
traffic was stopped by the unprecedented snowfall.
Postmaster General Hitchcock has
established the longest railway mall
route In the United States, between
San Francisco and Salt Lake, 992
miles.
Woman Suffrage has been defeated,
and the Initiative and Referendum
and Recall which Includes the Judiciary, have received a most emphatic
endorsement by the voters of California.
J. B. McNamara Is on trial for murder, in Los Angeles, before Judge Wal
ter Bordwell in the Superior Court, in
connection with the destruction of the
Los Angeles Times. There are nineteen indictments for murder against
the brothers.
John R. Walsh, Chicago banker, has
been paroled and will be released
from the federal prison at Leavenworth, Kansas. The Pardon Board
acted favorably on the application and
its recommendation has been presented to Attorney General Wicker-sham- .

Beason will be played today.

Great Britain's largest and best armored battleship, King George V., was
launched successfully at Portsmouth.
A news agency dispatch
from
Vienna says it is reported from Constantinople that an Italian squadron
has bombarded and occupied Mity-lencapital of the island of Lesbos,
in the Grecian archipelago, belonging
to Turkey.
Tripoli has been bom.
barded, her forts and other defenses
are in ruins and the Turks have
hoisted the white flag.
Accompanied by his uncle, Alfonso,
the duke of Oporto, and hiding his
Identity under the cloak of an Incognito, Manuel, the deposed king of Portugal, whose love for a Parlslenne cost
him a crown, is expected In San Sebastian, Spain, from Paris. . The former monarch is on his way through
Spain to Join the royalists In northern
Portugal to lead the remnant of his
following in a campaign to regain his
throne.
Rear Admiral Boreddolino has been
made Italian governor of Tripoli following the military occupation of the
city by the Italians.
The Manchu dynasty Is menaced
with destruction. In the most serious
rebellion of recent years the revolu
tionists, who include among their
8,000 mutinous
numbers
Imperial
troops, have captured the city of Wu
Chang, China, after a battle with the
Loyal troops. Hankow, across the riv
er from Wu Chang, is in imminent
danger.

Relieves
Backache
Instantly
Sloan's Liniment is a great
remedy for backache It
penetrates and relieves
the pain instantly no rubbing necessary
just lay
it on lightly.

Here's Proof.

"I had my back hurt In the Boer War
and in San Franciaco two years aro I
was hit by a street car in the same place.
I tried ail kinds oí dope without success. Two weeks ago I saw your
ut
in a drug store and got a bottle to
try. The first application caused instant
relief, and now except for a little stiffness, I am almost well."
FLETCHER NORMAN.
Whittier, Calif.

SLOANS.

MIMEIT

is the best remedy for
rheumatism, neuralgia,
sore throat and sprains.

Miss E. Rim of Brooklyn, NX,
writes: "Sloan's Liniment is the best
for rheumatism. I have used six bot- ties of it and it is grand."
Sold by all Dealers.

Price,

25c, 50c, and $ 1 .00.

Sloan's
Bo-n-

on

Poultry

sent free.

The armistice between Italy and
Turkey for which German diplomacy
has been striving for sometime, it is
believed In Berlin, has practically
been concluded, although not yet announced as official.

Much firing can be heard in the vi
cinity of Wu Chang, China.
Com
munication with that city has been
shut off. Several large fires are re
"
ported. The soldiers have gone over
Six thousand working men, representing forty trades unions, marched to the revolutionaries following the
through the streets of Portland in a execution of four conspirators at Wu
demonstration to express the sympa- Chang.
thy of local labor organizations for
SPORT.
the McNamara brothers, who are facing trial on a charge of murder in
The Agricultural College of Utah
connection with the Times disaster swamped Colorado Aggies by
a score
in Los Angeles, Cal.
of 27 to 0. The game was
Woman suffrage has triumphed In from the start, the visitors never beCalifornia. Straggling returns from ing dangerous. They made their dishitherto unreported precincts finally tance only once during the contest.
wiped out the majority previously re
Ad Wolgast,
the champion light
corded against the amendment and weight of
the world, and Matt Wells,
Bince this turn In the tide the mar
the English champion, will meet in a
gin in favor of amendment No. 4
bout in New York October
has increased steadily.
The suffrage 28. Announcement of
the bout, which
amendment carried by a majority of was arranged
several days ago, but
1,678.
called off because of an insufficient
"If nothing untoward happens," guarantee for Wolgast, was
said President Taft in his Seattle by George McDonald, manager for
speech, "you can count on the com' Wells.
pletlon of the canal not later than the
In the minds of the baseball public
first of July, 1913. It has only been the coming duel between the Giants
promised on the first of January, 1915,
and the Athletics for the world's
and therefore, if it is not ready until championship has narrowed down to
then, you must not say that anybody a question of pitchers. This
is the
made a promise that It would be com- opinion of Connie Mack, and McGraw
pleted before."
has agreed with him. Some have ar
With the date for the drawing for gued that hitting will settle the cham
66,562 acres of government farm lands plonship, but that is practically the
In South Dakota set for October 24th, same thing, as the bitting will depenl
the registration is now its height. entirely upon the strength or the
Every train into Dallas and Gregory weakness of the pitching.
brings hundreds ot landseekers and it
Is estimated that by midnight of OctoThe United States, it has been
ber 24th over 150,000 will have sworn
In their applications.
The registra- shown, consumes each year 6,500,000
tons of sugar. A small part of this is
tion started October 2nd.
manufactured into confections and is
shipped abroad, but most of it is
WASHINGTON.
used by this country. Of this huge
Apparently Intoxication is coming to amount only about 500,000 tons Is
be regarded as a much more serious produced In the United Sates. Last
offense among officers of the army yaar $53,039,304 was paid in duty on
and navy. It was announced at the imported sugar, which does not Include
War Department that President Taft what comes free from Porto Rico
bad confirmed the sentence of dismis- Hawaii and the Philippines. This tax
sal in the case of four ot the West of more than 50 cents each person In
the United States must pay for the
Point cadets recently conylcted of
sugar he uses.

c

Horses,
cattle.
Hogs and
Address
DrXarl S.Sloan
.. Boston,

Hats.

one-side- d

ten-roun- d

METALLIC HEELS

AND COUNTERS
Insure Your Shoes t
Miners, Quarrymen, Farmers, and Outside
Workers
can double the wear of their shoes by getting shoes
fifed with metallic heels. These heels are lighter
than leather, support the counters, save shoe money
by doubling wear. Sold by shoe dealers ready fitted,
or fitted to any shoe by your cobbler. If your dealer
isn't supplied, write us. Your inquiry brings a
booklet.
UNITED

SHOE

MACHINERY

CO.

-

BOSTON.

MASS.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That'a Why You're Tired Out of Sorts
Have No Appetite.
CARTER'S LITTLE.
i
LIVER PILLS
SPlDTTrM
will put you right
in a few days.
WHITTLE

r

They

CureCon--

Btipation.

í

I

d

vr

jg

Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,

Genuine must bear Signature

Notice of Publication.
Territory of

New Mexico,

School Notes

RATHER

Several people were in town
Wednesday to attend the Repub-

FORGETFUL

Primary, which selected

lican

I

County of Mora.
In The District Court
Alex Levy,

15 delegates, for the
The Democrats have bragged and elected
County Convention.

The second month of school be
gan Monday.
number of new pupils had
their names enrolled on the registers this week.
A

Plaintiff,
vs.

Claimants of fNo.
Interests in the Premise
Adverse to the Plaintiff,

Unknown

2075

Tlíe Pleasant View Division of
Roy District is progressing
the
Defendants.
nicely with Miss Olga Nelson as
You, the defendants in the above
entitled su't, are hereby notified that teacher.
an action has been commenced against
Mrs. H. E. Burris and Mrs.
you in the District Court of the
Titterington were pleasant callers
County of Mora and Territory of New
on the school Friday.
plaintiff,
named
Mexico by the above

that V. C. . McDonald has not
been an office holder.
They had
forgotten of his term as assessor,
or his election to the legislature,
and of his present service, by
grace of a Republican governor,
on the territorial Cattle Sanitary
Board, Wherever he could be
of service to his British stock
holders and directors, wherever
lands, townsites, water rights
were at stake, W. C. McDonald
ías been Johnny on the soot. He
is a lawyer like seven others' of
the candidates on the Democratic
state ticket, manager of a British
corporation, has control of an in
terest in a vast expanse of land
and water rights, like so many
others of the Democratic candi
.
.
i
i
uaies; nas ueen interested in
wideopen'' townsite propositions
so the Las Vegas Optic ' asserts,
and has been quite successful in
not drawing to much public attention to his thrift and his ac
tivities. Sly canny old Scotch-

Advertised Letters.
Roy Postoffice, Oct. 1, 1911.
The following is a list of letters
advertised in the postoffice at
Roy, N. M. If not called for in
30 days, will be sent to the Divis
ion of Dead Letters, Washington,
D. C. In calling, please say ad-

vertised.

Bailón, Regino, (2).
the purpose of said action being to
Miss Grace Collins the second
Esquibel,
Mrs. Paulita A.
quiet title in the name of the plaintiff
Sunday
spent
teacher
primary
JAMES L. SWAIM, P. M.
to' the following described land and
town.
real estate, situate in the County of on her ranch east of
Mora and Territory of New Mexico,
Rosalie Branch, RubyMcGrath
(J) of
t:
The undivided one-haand Josephine Pacheco were aba certain tract of land nlouated in the
week.
C. W. FARLEY, Prop.
Valley of San Antonio and bounded sent from school this
HiivinK taken ehnrtre of the feed unci livery
Canoncito
by
the
river
north
on the
barn formerly run by F. S. Brown, I am preMonday and Tuesday were expared to furnish Siiddle Horses. Sintile Hnd
nn the east bv lands owned by the
.
.
Double Rlií ut reasonable rates. Also Horses
days
first
month
for
the
amination
in
Boarded and teams taken cure of.
heirs of Grbriel Pacheco and the
ROY,
NEW MEXICO
habitants of San Antonio, on the of school and some excellent pa-peon
and
Montosa
Cuchilla
the
by
were written.
south
the west by the summit of the Jicar
Work was resumed Monday on
ilia Mountains, the said tract conUhv
(20,000)
Thousand
Twenty
iny in all
the Liberty School building.
acres, more or less; that unless you When completed the Liberty di- enter or cause to be entered your ap- Physician and Surgeon
noarnnofi in the above entitled cause i
man is that same W. C. McDon
finest
cement
Calls Answered at All Hours
9st.ii aom nf Nnvpm- - have one of the
aid who would now like to annex
I
' XT
i
il '
ROY, NEW MEXICO ..
ber. A. D. 1911, judgment will lie DUiuungs in uns pari 01 iNew
governorship of New Mexico
taken against you by default.
Mexico and the patrons are to be the
an appendix to his British
The name of plaintiff's attorney is congratulated
for their energetic as
e
Charles W. G. Ward, whose
range
owning and land controllbuilding- address is Las Vegas, New means in securing their
ing corporations.
Fortunately,
Mexico.
The body of Reniñe Pacheco a t lie voters of New Mexico are not
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
Clerk District Court.
(Seal)
former student of the Roy schools asleep, and some of them even
lf

to-wi-

rs

LIVERY STABLE

T. F. SELF

17

w

....

I

(

post-offlc-

M. D. GIBBS

who was killed by a train in remember the Thorton regime
was shipped to Hoy and the
Wyoming,
For good meals and
days.
service, go to the Oriental Hotel Friday and buried Saturday in
Bennie was
Roy Cemetery.
the
Insure your property with the good
a
scholar, well liked by his
Roy Real Estate & Abstract ComThere will be a Democratic
schoolmates and always obident
pany. Only reliable companies
Rally at the I.O. O. F. Hall toto his teacher.
represented.
night. Hon. O. N. Marrón and
Hon. Manuel U. Vigil will ad
Card of Thanks.
dress the meeting.
Make your fLUngs, make your
with
contests,
your
proofs, initiate
Mr. and Mrs. Luciano Pacheco
the Roy Real Estate & Abstract and family wish to thank the
Company.
many friends and relatives who
fiyecent-a-pound-for-wo-

te

Physician and Surgeon
Bushkevitz Building
ROY, NEW MEXICO

,k.

so kindly assisted them in their
the
to
Our subscription list
hours of sadness. Special thanks
Spanish-Americais. increasing. is tendered to those who gave the
Let us add your name to our list. beautiful flowers.
n

.

.

Phone 552

The Oriental Hotél

D

.

.

A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.

First Class and

Service

Up-to-da- te

Rooms and Meals the Very Best and at AH Hours

.

The Embroidery Club met at
the home of Mrs. B. O. Tyler,
Thursday.

BE SURE TO REGIS-

Roy,

-

-

-

-

-

51

TER.
332

.

New Mexico

-

h

EEEHE3S32E

nn

tie inooclman Mercantile Co.
(INC.)

H. GOODMAN, Manager

Dealers in General Merchandise
Agency (or
J.

1.

CASE ENGINES,

and Threshing Machines,

Cream Separators,
and all Farm
Machinery.

NEW STORE AND NEW STOCK
Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Glassware, Groceries, Hay,
Feed, Flour and Anything that is needed in any Home

We buy Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hides, Pelts and Wool.
Before Buying

PHONE 5555

LUMBER

AND COAL

We expect soon to add
a complete line of Lumber, Coal and Building
Material.
'

We also buy Country Farm Produce
vuve

n
a
ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO

0
o
0
D

7 DIE, 22 HURT;
TRAINS CRASH
MISSOURI

PACIFIC

PASSENGER

COLLIDES WITH FREIGHT
NEAR

OMAHA."

ORDERS WERE MISREAD
GOVERNOR GILCHRIST OF FLOR-IDESCAPES INJURY
IN

WRECK.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Omaha, Neb. Seven people were
killed and twenty-twInjured, four oí
them seriously, In a collision between
Missouri Pacific passenger train No.
105, northbound, en route for this city
and a fast freight train.
The wreck occurred at Fort Crook.
Fort Crook la ten miles south of here.
The accident is believed to have resulted from a misunderstanding of orders on the part of the freight crew.
A passenger train due to leave this
city for the South about the time of
the accident was converted into a relief train and Bent to the scene of
the accident.
The relief train was returned to
this city with the uninjured and several of those who were slightly injured. Of these all were Bent on their
way. .The more seriously Injured are
being cared for at the army hospital
at Fort Crook.
Governor Gilchrist of Florida, who
was a passenger on the northbound
train, was uninjured.
"The accident can only be attributed to the fallibility of man, as the
treight crew seems to have had one
of those mental lapses that sometimes occur, causing them to forget
all about the passenger train, notwithstanding special notification was
given them that it" was due," is the
explanation In brief of the probable
cause of the collision advanced by
President Bush of the Missouri Pao

cific.

Maine Blueberries.
Washington county's blueberry crop
has netted this year a revenue of
more than 11,000,000, according to
State Horticulturist Albert K. Gardner
of Rocklan. This industry was started but a few years ago In that county
and the yield this year Is the largest
yet obtained there. One grower realized $75 from a few bushels which he
set out In his orchard as a "side Issue." A man near Cherryfield is said
to have raked blueberries from the
vines Just as cranberries are gathered.
It is stated that fabulous prices are
paid for rental of blueberry lands and
blueberry factories and the canning
factories are still running. Kennebec
Journal.

PIMPLES

ON

FACE

3

YEARS

"I was troubled with acne for three
long years. My face was the only part
affected, but It caused great disfigurement, also suffering and loss of sleep.
At first there appeared red, hard
pimples which later contained white
matter. I suffered a great deal caused
by the Itching. I was In a state of
perplexity when walking the streets
or anywhere before the public.
"I used pills and other remedies but
they failed completely. I thought of
giving up when nothing would help,
but something told me to try the Cuti-cur- a
Soap and Ointment. I sent for
a Cuticura Booklet which I read carefully. Then I bought some Cuticura
Soap and Ointment and by following
the directions I was relieved In a few
days. I used Cuticura Soap for washing my face, and applied the Cuticura
Ointment morning and evening. This
treatment brought marvelous results
so I continued with it for a few weeks
and was cured completely.
I can
truthfully say that the Cuticura Remedies are not only all, but more than
they claim to be." (Signed) G. Bau-me- l,
1015 W. 20th Place, Chicago, 111.,
May 28, 1911.
Although Cuticura
Soap and Ointment are sold by druggists and dealers everywhere, a sample of each, with
book, will
be mailed free on application to
"Cuticura," Dept. 28 K, Boston.

1
FOR COLDS AND HEADACHES, INDIGESTION AND SOUR
STOMACH, CAS AND FERMENTATION. CONSTIPATION AND

Women Elected by Men.

Kansas City, Kans. There

are
many women holding elective offices
in Kansas, according to the political
census just completed. The list totals
seventy-fou- r
and with the exception
of Mrs. Ella Wilson, the only woman
mayor, all were elected by the votes
men alone,
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BILIOUSNESS. WITH MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

CO.

HI
Bpwll

IN THE CIRCLE
ON EVERY PACKAGE OFTHE GENUINE
THE WONDERFUL POPULARITY OF THE GENUINE SYRUP
OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS
MANUFACTURERS TO OFFER IMITATIONS, IN ORDER TO
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT AT THE EXPENSE OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS.

IF A DEALER ASKS WHICH SIZE YOU WISH.
YOU WISH. WHEN YOU ASK FOR
SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF SENNA, HE IS PREPAR.
ING TO DECEIVE YOU
TELL HIM THAT YOU WISH THE
CENUINE. MANUFACTURED
BY
THE CALIFORNIA FIG
OR WHAT

MAKE

SYRUP CO

ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS

j

"TONtAriJÍSlxTER
CENTOy ALCOHOL
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ONE GENUINE AND THAT IT IS MANUBY
THE CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO ONLY
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PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS. NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
a rmci so cints.
THE CIRCLE.NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE.OF THE
CENUINE ONE SIZE ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
Miniature picture
DRUGGISTS
REGULAR PRICE 50c PER BOTTLE.
OK PACKAGE.

K

SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF SENNA IS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF
LADIES AND CHILDREN. AS IT IS MILD AND PLEASANT GENTLE AND EFFECTIVE. AND
ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM OBJECTIONABLE INGREDIENTS. IT IS EQUALLY BENEFICIAL '
FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN. YOUNG AND OLD FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
ALWAYS BUY THE CENUINE.

California

Fig Syrup Cq

'

It takes an optimist to rejoice
the fact that after a woman tires

ffi

Scientifically constructed to give
most light for the oil they burn.
Easy to. light, clean and rewick.
In numerous finishes and styles, each the
best of its kind.
.
Ask your desleí-- to show you his Hue of Riyo Ltmpi and
Linteres, or write for illustrated booklets direct
to any agency of the

In
of

Continental Oil Company

his kisses he can eat all the onions
he wants.

(Incorporated)

L

Dr. Pierce's Pellets, small,
easy to take as candy, regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. Do not gripe.

at least it pays

COLT DISTEMPER i

i
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It pays to be honest
your employer.

'

Aftflihr. Tlm alrk.ro
fcCan be bandied
.M
no matter bow "einoseil," kept from baring
día-VA'i 7
ingíPOUH LIQUID mSTEUPEK CURB. OIthe
$5?"al
I
f
J i I '81
fcj-Act on the blood and expele gana oí
í?. nfrae f Ia tmi.
uisimp-i-r. nest remedy erer known for maree In foaL
-bottle uaranteed tocumnnAiuL
win .ndn H.tiA.
M , Onedoten
SÍ-- ?
of druggist and harneas dealers, or sent express paid by
"vfflU
manufacturer
ttw$
Cut shown lioir to poultice throats. Our f nm
:
Al Booklet frlras
"
horae remixir In extumcce twelve vear.
.1

It's all right to help others, but it
doesn't pay to be too busy to stop and
help yourself.
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers.

Lamps and

lamerns

sas

sufrar-coate-

"The freight train was made up of
nineteen loads and three empty cars,
and was in charge of Conductor Gross
and Engineer Crawford. It was an
extra without right of way against
the passenger train. According to Information received by President Bush
these two men, both of whom have
been in the service of the Missouri
Pacific for a number of years, seem
to share the responsibility of the ac'
cident."
President Bush continued:
"For some unaccountable reason
these men apparently forgot all about
passenger train No. 105. There is a
double track from Omaha to Gilmore
Junction, so that all the freight train
crew had to do was to wait at the
junction until after the passenger train
passed. Only a single track is maintained where the trains came together."
It was reported to President Bush
that Colonel William Lassiter, in command at Fort Crook, was on the scene
of the wreck within a few minutes
after it occurred with his officers and
men, including the army medical
corps, and rendered valuable service.

of FAMILIES

MILOONS

SPOI'M MEDICAL CO..CkeBiiandBderioiotUt, Cosheris Ind., Us 8 As

Not Modern.
"Why do you call it a fairy tale?"
"Because It ends: 'And they lived
happily ever after.' "

Trapping Time Is Soon Here
SoGet Posted We Furnish Free Correct
Quotations on
FURS

RW
iTfri'v
pt'SV''.

A POSTAL CARD
I00AY BRINGS
A LIST

No Man is Stronger
lhan His Stomach

5

A strong

man is strong all over. No man can be
strong who is suffering from weak stomach with its
consequent indigestion, or from some other disease
of the stomach and its associated organs, which
pairs digestion and nutrition. For when the stomach
is weak or diseased there is a loss of the nutrition
contained in food, which is the source of all physical
strength. When a man "doesn't feel just right,"
when ha- doesn't alin -Kas on iMivirnr.l.l
M"WI .tUIMUlD
feeling in the stomach f after eating, is languid, nervous, Irritable and despond.
eat, he is losing the nutrition needed to make strength.
-,

t.

Such a man should ose Dr. Pierce' a Golden Medical
Discovery: It carea diseases of the stomach and other
orians ot digestion and nutrition. It enriches the blood,
Invlorates the liver, strengthens the kidneys, nourishes
the nerves, and ao GIVES HEALTH ZIXD STRENGTH TO
THE WHOLE BODY.

You can't afford to accept a secret nostrum as
substitute for this non.
looholio medicine op known composition, not even though the urgent dealer
may thereby make a little bigger profit. Ingredients printed on wrapper.

NO COMMISSION CHARGED

ARE

DIRECT BUYERS

TheHouseTh at Rarely Loses

L0TZ

BROS.II3

ZWAll
Lí,BTTttí.v2-r,',-

II5 ELM

a Shipper

ST.ST.LOUIS

ELECTROTYPES
nr e"'6 Rt the lowest
IMUJt. Bauas til,. MlJl.rl

HKMmiS Si.Wst'il-lt-

LEFIñNCE Cold IVatcr Starch
makes laundry work a pleasure.

VfT

4

ff

16

oz. pkg. lOo.

sT

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

42-19- 11.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Clormoregoodsbnghterandfastercolorsthan

dye any garment wuhout nppmg apart.

ary other dye. One

Write lor free

10c
booklet-H- ow

package colors all fibers.
in cold waterberterthananyotherdve
to Dye. Bleach and Mix Colorí MONROE DRUG COM PAN Y.

Youcan
HI.

A MERE

DETAIL

Ella I'm engaged.
Stella Who 1b the man?
Ella I don't know yet; the
posal was by telephone.

Notice For Publication.

NOTICE

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
September 6, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Estrada, of Sanchez. N. M., who, on
August 9, 1900, made á. E. No 9505,
serial No. 013819, for N NW i, Section 28 and IS
NE i, Sectiou 2i),
Township 17 N., Range 25 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, lias filed notice of intention to make llnal five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Court Commissioner, W. H. Willcox,. at his office,
at Roy, N. M., ou the 30th day of
October, 1911. :
Claimant names as witnesses:
Valentin Baca, Jose Ignacio Baca,
Benigno Maes, Cipriano Lujan, all of
Sauehez, N. M.
, Edward W. Fox,
34-3-

Reg'ster.

9

FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clay ton, N. M.,
- September 27, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Eutimia
Cisnerosde Blea, formerly Cisneros.of
Mosquero, N. M., who, on Oct. 8, 1900.
made H. E. No. 12118, serial No.
04137, for NE J SIS , SE J NE J and
S 1 SE i. Sectiou 35, Township 17
North, Range 29 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make Final five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before U. S. Court Commissioner
W. H. Willcox at his office, at Roy,
N. M., on the 13th dav of November,

Department of the Interior,
U. S Land Office at Clayton. N. M.,
September 27, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Miss
Eumelia Baca, of Albert, N. M., who,
on Oct. 13, 1900, made H. E. No.
12284, serial No. 04102, for SE i N E ,
Lot 1, Sec. 2, Twp. 20 N., B. 28 IS.,
and S SW i, Section 35, Township
21 North, Range 28 East, N. M. P.
Meridian,
has filed notice of in-- 1
tention
to make Final live vear
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Court
Commissioner VV. H. Willcox at his
office, at Roy, N. M.. on the 13th day
1911.
of November, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Apolonio Sandoval, Bernardo
Encamación Lucero,
Francisco
Placido Cordova, Manuel Blea,
Baca y Sandoval, Adolfo Baca, Dolall
of
Mosquero, N. M.
ores Romero, all of Albert, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
Edward W. Fox,
Register.
Register.

Pe-re- a,

37-4- 2

37-4- 2

pro-

Notice for Publication.
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Notice For Publication.

.

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
A
Department of the Interior,
v September 27, 1911.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Notice
hereby
is
given that Mr.
Oct 6th, 1911.
Luz Baca Lucero, formerly Baca, of
Notice is hereby given that Melvin
V

Bogus Antiques.
"H. D. Van Sant, the American con-

sul at Dunfermline, warned me," said
a traveler, "against buying antiques
He declared that an old cabinet sold
by a Dunfermline peasant for a few
f hillings, was bought a few months
later by a Chicago
millionaire for
$4,885.
Mr. Van Sant said that the
buying and selling of bogus antiques
In Europe was so Idiotic that It reminded him of a real conversation in
a cheap East side Jeweler's. "Wot'a
the difference, a young girl asked th
Jeweler, 'between yer 5 cent diamond
rings and yer dime ones?" 'You get
a better diamond.' said the Jeweler."
NO TIME TO PUCKER

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
September ti, llll.
Notice is hereby given that Henry
of Roy, N. M, who, on
December 15, 1906, made II. E. No.
13002, serial No. 04.101. for' lots I, 2,
3, Section 3, Twp. 18 N., I Unge 20 IS.,
and SW i SE i Section .'It, Twp. 19
N., Range 20 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has tiled notice of intention t muke
final live year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, beV.
fore U. S. Court Commissioner,
H. Willcox at his office, at Boy, N.
M., on the 28th day of October. 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Peter J. Laumbach, Lee West, Herman Goodman, Lucas Vigil, "all of
Boy. N. M.
Edward W. Fo.x,
34 39
Register.
t.

H. Simpson, of Mills, N. N., vho, on
Dec. 3, 1908, made homestead entry,
No. 02038, for W NE and W SW
I, Section 6, Township 21N, Range 26
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final commutation Proof, to estab lish claim to the
land above described, before U. S.
Court Commissioner W. H. Willcox at
his office, at Roy, N. M., on the 20th
day of November, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Manford S. Bentley, Michael S. Be- rentz, Albert Pate, Ira Patterson, all
of Mills, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
8
Register.

Albert, N. M., who, on Oct. 13, 1900,
made H. E. No. 12283, serial No.
04161, for NE J SW J. S
NW i and
Lot 4, Section Í, Township 20 North,
Range 28 East, N, M. P. Meridian, has
tiled notice of intention to make Final
five year Proof.io establish claim to the
land above described, before U. S.
Court Commissioner W. H. Willcox
at his office, at Roy, N. M., on the
13th day of November, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Encarnación
Lucero,
Francisco
Baca y Sandoval, Adolfo Baca, Dol
ores Romero, all of Albert, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
2
Register.

Notice for Publication.

Notice for Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
September 0, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
Beltran, of Roy, N. M., who, on Au
gust 9, 1!K)5, made H. E. No. 0170, ser
NW and N 1
ial No. 03592, for S
SW I, Section 30, Twp. 19 N., Range
25 IS., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice oí intention to make liual five
vear proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before U. S.
Court Commissioner, W H Willcox,
at bis offi;e at R'ty, N. M., on the
27th day of October, 1911.
"Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Vicente A. Gomez, Francisco P.
Martinez, Bruno Gallegos, Tiotilo
Homero, all of Roy, N M.
Edward W. Fox,
Register.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
September 6, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Selso
Martinez, of Albert, N. M., who, on
May 27, 1905, made II. IS. No. 3975,
Serial No. 03502, for SE i SE i, Section 13, and E NE , NW i N2 ,
Section 24, Twp. 20 N., Range 28 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, Itefore U. S. Commissioner, E. J. H. Roy, at his office
at Roy, N. M., on the 28th day of
October, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco Gonzales, Julian Sandoval, Andres Gonzales, of Albert, N.
M. and Elias Galleaos, of Bueyero.

14-1-

37-4-

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
l S. Laud Office at Clayton. N. M.
September 0, 1911.
hereby
given that Marceli
is
Notice
na Sanchez do Rivera, of Roy, N. M.,
who, onMarch lit, 1900, made K. IS.
No. 7075, serial No. 03773, for S i W
1, Section 24 and W J NW J, Section
25, Township 20 N., Rauge 20 E.,
M. i. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make liual five year p oof,
to establish c'aiiri to the land above
decribed, before U. S- Commissioner,
IS. J. H. Boy, at his office, ut Roy, N
M , on the 27th day of October, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
"You didn't know he was going to
Encarnación Lucero, Jaan Cortex,
kiss you?"
of
Albert N. M., Guadalupe Garcia,
"Goodness, no; I scarcely had tlms
George Gonzales, of Roy, N. M.
to pucker up my Hps."
Edward W. Fox,
-

S

punish-America-

n

for news.

34-3- 9

Register.

Notice for Publication.

Notice for Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
V. S. LsikI Office at Clayton. N. M.,
Oct. 6, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Aniceto
Domínguez, of Mills, N. M., who on
Aug. 1, 1906, made H. E. No. 9274,
serial No. 03934, for N NE i, Sec. 32
NW 1 NW 1, Sec. 33, SW i SW i Sec
tion 28, Township 22N, Range 25E, N.
N. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Eugene J. H.
Roy, U. S. Com., at his office at Roy,
N. M., on the 20th day of November,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
September 0. 1911.
hereby
given that John S.
Notice is
Nolan, of Roy, N. M., who, ou September 9, 1907, made H E. No. 19734,
Serial No. 05421, for Lots 5, 6. 11 , 12,
Section 4. Twp. 20 N., Range 20 E. ,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final commutation
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Court
Commissioner W. H. Willcox, at his
office at Roy, N. M., on the 27th day
o October, 1911.
19)1.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Clarence Brown, John Schneider,
J. D. Medina, Abel Madrid, Felix Ed Cantrell, William II. Baum all of
Cordoba. Fermín Madrid, all of Mills,
Roy, N. M.
N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
Edward W. Fox,
Register
9
Register. ;
8
34-3-

14-1-

34-3- 9

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
September 0, 1911.
Notice is hereby giventhat Samuel
E. Rucker, of Amistad," N. M.. who,
on September 17, 1900, made D. L. E.
No. 411, serial No. 01037, for SE i
SW i, SW i SE J Section 18 and NKi
NW i, NW i NE i, Section 19, Twp.
19 N.. Range 30 E., N.M P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before U. S.
Court Commissioner VV. H. Willcox,
at his office at Roy, N,. M., on the 30th
day of October, 1911
Claimant names as witnesses:
Julian Gonzales, Jose T. Garcia,
Jose N. Martinez, Frederico Rangel,
all of Albert, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
34-3-

9

Register.

N. M.

Edward W. Fox,
31-3- 9

Register.

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 4th, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Abl
Madrid of Mills, N. M., who, on
Sept. 11, 1906, made homestead entry
No. 9955, serial No. 07788, for N I NW
i Sec. 13, E I NE , Section 14, Twp.
21N. Range 24E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
five year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before U. S.
Commissioner, Eugene J. H. Roy,
at his office, at Roy, N. M., on the 16th
day of Nov., 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. D. Medina, Felix Cordoba, Francisco Trujillo, Jose Maestas, all of
Mills, N. M.
Manuel R. Otero,
8
Register.
14-1-

VOLCANO

WHERE AMERICAN
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PERISHED

SOME BREAD RECIPES
POODS
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OR LESS OUT
THE ORDINARY.

MORE

OF

Raised Tea Biscuits Will Be Apprecl.
ted For Boston Brown Bread
Popovers a Delicacy That It
Popular With All.
1

Raised Tea Biscuits. Ingredients
one cupful of scalded milk,
cupful of butter, three yeast cakes
one tablespoonful of sugar, one-hal- f
teaspoonful of salt, white of one egg,
Vi- .
i
;
!: í"v Aííí
' V'
and four cupfuls of flour.
Make a nice sponge, letting It stand
In a warm place In a pan placed in
warm water; then add the flour, knead
It for twenty minutes, and divide into
biscuit-size- d
pieces. Let these rise
'
' "
r.vvxr'V,V,.:J- i
:k f
pan until twice the first
in
baking
the
.,, ...
ft
....
.wW
j
1
tffv
size, and bake.
A single loaf of raised bread may
be made of the same ingredients In
this manner.
t
tTfv
'.
:
tí ?í
a-v-J
Boston Brown Bread. Ingredients.
;
two cupfuls of white cornmeal, two
cupfuls of yellow meal, two cupfuls of
graham flour, one cupful of molasses,
one cupful of sour milk and one of
sweet milk, two cupfuls of boiling water,
salt to taste and one teaspoonful
4W
i
1
of soda. ,
Mix the two meals, the flour and
the salt well together; add the boiling
v,
v,v ...... ;,.ji
i
!..,.
'v vrwater. Put the sweet milk and mo
í
í1 4 TfcjiAl'tw'í4;'&!'
AAi.
lasses together and add them to first
things. Then dissolve the soda in the
(rom
the crater and the treacherous
photograph Bhowg the stifling smoke and scalding steam rising
sour milk and put these In. Put the
OUR
where an American missionary was killed recently and several
of the Japanese volcano Asama-Yammixture Into a round covered tin buck
badly
neighbor
were
people
The
thirty
than
More
hurt
others terribly injured by flying stones and fiery lava.
et and steam it for three hours; un
hood of the volcano Is a favorite summer resort for missionaries on vacation leave. An ascent of the mountain
cover and bake in the oven for halt
good
a
will
.be
while
probably
shunned
for
deadly
crater
part
program;
of
but
the
has often been a
the summer's
an hour. This bread may be eaten
to come.
hot or cold and be toasted when
stale. In New England baked beans
FAVORITE
MASCOT
IS DEAD go with it
Pulled Bread. Take a perfectly
Billy, the Comedian of the Battleship fresh loaf of baker's French bread.
Louisiana, Passes Away Known
Break off Irregular pieces of the
to Crowned Heads.
spongy Inside and dry them In a very
to the
Shoe Buyers Deny Charge of Re- don't think he could have talked Amerislow oven until a delicate
brown.
who sell to the
shoe
dealera
Norfolk, Va. Billy, the mascot of These must be reheated fn the oven
0
can women of Chicago."
tail Dealers' President.
the battleship Louisiana, the comedian when served, and the "pull" is good
Mr, B. L. Blackburn, assistant man
of the fleet. Is dead. Billy made Pres
ager of the ladies' shoe department of ident Taft laugh heartily when be with chocolate, coffee, tea or bouillon.
The inside of fresh homemade bisFeminity of Windy City Has Smallest. Marshall Field's, was equally em- made a trip to Panama some time cuits
left over from a meal may be
denying
charge.
In
phatic
the
ago. The sailors loved Billy, and to
Best Shaped Feet In Universe-So- uth
treated in the same way, and the
nothing to it," said Mr. his memory they have dedicated
"There's
Presents the NearBlackburn. "It's all a joke. We have space on their lockers and chests, on crusts of them toasted and kept for
est Rivals.
shells for creamed dishes.
some of the smallest feet In Chicago which appears this epithet:
Popovers. Ingredients two cupfuls
of any In the world.
In our depart-"Gone, but not forgotten, born at
Chicago. Chicago women's feet un ment here we carry sizes 1 to 9 and
10, 1908Í died at of milk, two cupfuls of flour, two eggs
Va.,
April
Norfolk.
duly large? It's a libel! Chicago sell
few of either extreme. Southern
Billy was re (whites and yolks beaten separately,)
femininity has the smallest, best women have shorter feet, but they are sea September 6, 1911.
enllsted-a- t
Norfolk on salt to taste.
and
cruited
shaped feet in the universe.
broader."
Mix salt and flour well together.
28, 1909, and served his country
April
Shoe buyers for the big State street
"They are no bigger here than any- faithfully for more than two years Put the beaten yolks with the milk
department stores the other day made where." snorted Mr. Nelson, manager
and then add them slowly to the flour,
indignant reply to the aspersions of of the ladies' department of the Regal He was one of the most renowned
In the history of the navy. He making a smooth batter. Then turn
mascots
E3.
A.
Pitts, president of the Ohio Re- shoe store.
was well known to the rulers and in the whipped whites, folding these
tail Shoe Dealers' Association", to the
Mr. Hoison, assistant manager of crowned beads of Europe, had been gently into the mixture. Put the batadeffect that Chicago dealers have
Carson, Plrie, Scott's ladles' shoe deby the president of the Uni ter Immediately Into hot greased pans,
mitted that they are obliged to order partment, was Inclined to defend Chi- admired
the czar of Russia, the half filling them, and bake In hot oven
larger sizes to accommodate their cago women from the slanderous at- ted States, Germany
for thirty minutes. As popovers fall
emperor of
trade than are called for In any other tack at any cost.
"His shaggy coat had be encaressed when cold they must he eaten as soon
city. The charge was made at the
"I can't see any reason why they by the fairest hands of the United as baked.
association's convention In Cincin- should be larger," he said, "and I
States and Europe. Billy was a good
Raised Cornbread. Ingredients one
nati.
wouldn't admit it if they were."
shipmate and a sailor of the old school cupful of fine sifted cornmeal, one and
"The assertion Is ridiculous and
He died after a short lllnes after an a half cupfuls of milk, two eggs, one
without foundation." declared Seycement tablespoonful of butter, one teaspoonof Portland
overlnduleence
mour Bamberger, shoe buyer for Man-delDeer, in a China Shop.
and insulation tape. He was burled ful of baking powder, one teaspoonful
when asked about the women's
Springfield, Mass. Running through
sea September 6. 1911. Requiescat of sugar, salt.
sizes used in Chicago. "I have been Main street with a crowd of several at peace."
in
Scald the milk and pour it over the
in the shoe business in New York, hundred following, a frightened buck
Billy was a goat
Let cool and then add the butmeal.
Washington, Baltimore and Columbus, deer burnt through a plate-glaswinter (melted), salt, sugar, baking powand I can say that more narrow wo- dow into a department store, where
Odd Tricks of Lightning.
men's shoes are sold iu Chicago In he caused havoc before be escaped
Vlneland, N. J. Lightning struck der and yolks of eggs Stir all togethproportion to Its size, than In any of by jumping out the window and scat- the home of Prof. J. B. Doty and set er quickly and thoroughly; and then
the other cities where I have been In tering the crowd with his hoofs and it on fire in five places, tore plaster fold in the whites of the eggs beaten
the shoe business.
antlers. A doe which had accompa- from every room In the house, loos. to a stiff froth. Bake in a flat pan in
"I was a shoe buyer for several nied the buck across the Connecticut ened the studding, turned
a clock a hot oven for thirty minutes.
years on Broadway in New York, and river sought refuge in a stable, but around and moved a lamp to 'where
know that the women's sizes used was kicked by a horse so severely the clock had been, broke three mirthere are practically the same, or a that a game warden was compelled to rors and printed fern leaves on an
Canape Careme.
trifle larger than are used In Chicago. shoot It.
A fanciful concoction Is "canape
other, killed a cat and only stunned
The only part of this country where
her kittens, killed one chicken and Careme," which calls for the chopped
women's feet average smaller is in
melted the chicken yard wire.
meat of half a small lobster, a trufShort Fall Kills Him.
the south, where the women are smallNone of the family was touched, but fle and two tiny pickles. Dredge them
San Francisco, Cal. John Hays, a burned streaks showed that the light
er. Below the Mason and Dixon line
with pepper and salt and mix all with
women's shoes are. as a rule, shorter, fireman, an expert in scaling ladder ning ran within a few inches of where two tablespoonfuls of mayonnaise
but broader than those lold in the work, who had dropped from high Professor Doty and two of his daugh dressing. Spread the mixture over
buildings into a life net scores of ters stood. A bucket brigade, in which round pieces of toast about two Inches
north.
"In regard to Mr. Pitts' assertion times, fell off a fence three feet high the women were the chief actors, sav In diameter and decorate the center
that Chicago shoe dealera admitted and fractured his skull. He probably ed the houEe with a loss of not more of each canape with half a teaspoonthan $500.
ful of caviare.
that our women's feet were larger, I will die.
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PUT CONCRETE
Stout

TOP

ON TANK

Platform

Should Be Erected
Top to Hold
Cover Until It Is Set.

Just Level .With

(HARDEN

In reply to a query as to the best
way of putting a concrete top on a
circular Btone supply tank, about 9
feet in diameter, the Breeder's Ga

zette makes the following reply:
'Make a stout platform in the tank
Just level with the top to hold up the
cover until it is set. As this platform
should be cuite tight, It had best be
covered with building paper or other
such material. As one will want a
manhole to take out the lumber, he CLING TO HIGH WAIST
FOR STACKING CORN FODDER can cut out
the boards where this is
to be and replace them by having
Ventilation Is Necessary to Prevent cleats nailed under them. The form
Heating and Spoiling Two Methfor this manhole should be made LITTLE PROBABILITY OF CHANGE
ods Illustrated.
IN STYLE.
tapering and out of
boards, say
18 inches at bottom and 22 inches at
Corn fodder can be stacked, but It the top. On each side of the manhole
requires care, as ventilation of the lay an Inch round rod and have some
stack ts necessary to prevent heating stout wire fencing cut ready for rein Fashion Too Popular and Too General
ly Becoming to Be Lightly Discardand spoiling. A cool way is to make forcing.
a cblmney In the center of the stack
ed Tunics and
After placing an Inch of concrete
by placing some rails upright In a Bort place tbe bars and the fencing which
to Be the Vogue.
of oval round a tree chaining them to- - should be double and then- - fill In the
concrete to 4 inches, If the cover Is
While smart makers are striving
not to be for sustaining any weight hard for a decided change In styles,
but its own. If it Is to be the floor customers are equally determined not
of a building, then put In 6 Inches of to give up the lines they have found
concrete. As soon as the concrete Is eo becoming. The high waist line is
set, or after one day, take out the a cherished cut that bids fair to conmanhole box, line the bole with paper tinue for some time longer, so generand fill this with concrete, not for- ally suited Is it to figures and so widegetting to put In some kind of ring by ly Is It admired by all types. With
which to lift it After a week or ten coats and evening gowns the empire
days lift out the cover of the manhole waist line is frequently higher than
and remove the wooden platform.
street frock of a
with the
"This cover can be made on a plat simple sort, some of the belts seen
form on the ground and then placed being almost directly under the bust.
on the tank. To do this it will be About three inches above the waist
best to use a reinforcing of half-incproper, however, is the favorite limisteel rods placed 6 inches on center tation for these
cuts, and
each way and tied with wire at inter
Stack Around a Tree.
sections and then make the thickness
gether at the top till the stack Is com only 3 inches. Use a mixture of one,
pleted. The Tails are bo placed that two and three. That is, one of ce
an opening Is left on each side when ment, two of sand and three of crush
the stack is built, for the wind
ed stone, none over half an Inch In
blow through freely, as shown in the diameter.
Illustration. Arranged in this way, It
is nearly impossible tor tbe sown fod- BRACKETS FOR CELLAR SHELF
der to become Injured by heating, If
the walls of the stack are not much Considerable Work Required In Mak
thicker than the length of the bundles.
ing Framework if Not Done
But it often happens that such trees
While Wall Is Being Built.
of the right height are not at hand,
ine erecting or suelves against a
cement or stone wall usually requires
considerable work in making the
framework; this could be replaced by
placing
iron rods In
tbe mortar of the wall when It Is
built, says the Homestead. These
Bhould project far enough bo the
boards used for shelves can lay on
Using Forked Sticks.
same, in the manner shown in illus
tration. Where the wall has been
and a much Improved modification Is constructed the holes can be drilled
obtained by Inserting two forked sticks in same way by employing a miner's
in the ground, about ten feet up to drill of the right size; It is then an
tbe forks, and at a convenient distance easy matter to Blip tbe rods Into
apart, and placing a horizontal pole
on them. The length of this pole will
determine their distance asunder.
Then set a number of rails nearly up
right or slightly leaning, with the up
per ends against the horizontal pole.
Against these vertical rails tbe oblong
stack 1b built, open at the ends,
which the wind freely blows. A series of forks will admit of the stock
being made as long as may be desired
for any amount of fodder.

on the skirt apron. Silk In a rich
color Is approved for these simple
gowns purple, ruby, golden brown,
etc. but a black frock of the sort

one-pie-

h

short-walste-

d

h

regarded as very smart, and with It
a pure
white hat.
The enormous quantities of supple
fabrics the new season brings plainly
show that we will have many tunics
by and by, as well as
in tbe form of puffs, bands, folds and
so on. Meanwhile these lovely materials, a number of which are double
laced, are turned into draped bodices
tied
shirred, gathered and
with
sleeves, while skirts in them may
show a draped arrangement in the
panels that Is more than suggestive of
the oversklrt. These kinks, however,
go with the very dressy gown, and
with such textures as silk, satin and
veilings. The street gown In strict
tailored style still clings to the narrow, straight skirt, with front and
back panel, or else the Jupe in gored
or in sheath form. Pour gores, with
the front and back topped by the
narrow panel, is the popular model
for a trotting skirt in a serviceable
texture, and where the wearer finds
coat unbecoming she
the short-waitehas a round dozen smart little sacque
styles to choose from.
satins
By all odds the double-face- d
are the newest and most exquisite materials for evening gowns and coats,
but these will be made up on the
darker side with only glimpses or linings of the brighter.
A house dress with one of. the new
draperies Is shown in the illustration,
a chine wool and plain silk composing
the materials. The bottom line of the
oversklrt is shorter at the back than
at the front, the drapery falling loose
rrom the plain silk petticoat The
waist Is very youthful with its square
drop In the neck line, while the blocking out of the wool and the insets of
the dark silk are points altogether
new and smart in trimming.
This little style also admits much
simplification, and with a cheap material there are any number of ways
of trimming the bodice without using
the difficult blocking. Bretelles. point
ing sharply in to the .waist, could be
used over tbe shoulders back ana
front for a very slim figure with good
effect, and if these are made of a contrasting goods there could be a bit of
the same on the skirt drapery.

Is

nine times out of ten, will go

Wanted Regular Work.
A farm hand had worked In the
field from dawn till darkness, ding
the chores by lantern light "I'm go-

ing to quit," he said to the farmer at
the end of tbe month. "You promised
me a steady Job."
"Well, haven't you got one?" was
the astonished reply.
are
No, said the man, "there
three or four hours every night that
I don't have anything to do but fool
my time away sleeping." From Suc
cess Magazine.

Handy Brackets for Cellar Shelves.
these' holes. As the rods can be re
moved when desired the shelves can
be erected and taken down at will,
thus making them" a very handy
feature in the cellar. The. holes
should not project over six inches In
the wail, which would be ample to
hold tbe shelf and weight upon same,
three feet
If tbe rods are spaced

A

House Dress With One
Draperies.

of

the New

from here a regular coat tail will fall
quite a distance below the hips. The
costume gown has the belt outlined
with a little cord put at the top of
the princess skirt the dress may be
apart
In one or two pieces or else a little
coatee effect is simulated with a narof wheat Bmut row tail made of a double plaiting.
two
kinds
are
There
Colt.
With
Mare
a number of the
Is it fair to expect a mare to do loose smut and stinking or ball smut Corded puffings trim
by treating the silk frocks designed in this manner,
a full day's work and suckle a vigor Both can be prevented crops.
and there will be little gathered pock-rt- s
ous and always hungry colt without teed and rotating the
at the bust of the bodice and two
The soli was sandy.

extra allowances of feed?

d

Smaller Handbags.
Handbags are diminishing in size
and are gradually becoming more
moderate, some of them quite small
Those of violet to match the costume, or of soft ooze leather, are decorated with Jeweled work or a small
monogram of metal.
Massive ancient brooches, Jeweled
buttons or the setting of some
ring are transformed into clasps
and give an extremely artistic finish
to the bags carried by the woman who
loves individuality.
Champagne Color.
What will Dame Fashion think of
next? Now it Is gloves of the palest
These, if one
champagne shade.
would be in the mode, are worn with
gowns of purest white lace or tailored
as the case may be. The scarf, too.
which plays so important a part In the
present costume, is of the same shade,
and If belt is worn, it is of this color.
Sometimes the hat too, is of this
shade, or perhaps only the trimmings.
Crushed roses in the champagne tint
are very lovely and are charming on
a. hat of the same pale tons.
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AMERICAN

FOUR REASONS

Editor and Proprietor

WHY YOU SHOULD HAVE A BANK ACCOUNT
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the Postoffice at Roy, Mora
New
County
Mexico, tinder the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

It Develops the Habit of Thrift.
2. It Creates a Business Capital.
3. It Makes Men Independent
4. It Provides for Misfortune.
1.

Issued every Saturday at Roy, Mora County, New Mexico.

S

inscription Rates

Advertising Rates
$1.50 Display, single issue per inch
.75 Display, per month
'
.05 Local readers, per line

Per year
Six months
Single copies

REPUBLICAN

TICKET

For Governor,
HOLM 0. HURSUM,
of Socorro County.
For Lieutenant Governor,
MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ,
of Taos County.
For Secretary of State,
SKCUNDINO ROMERO,
of San Miguel County.
For State Auditor,

15c
-

50c
- 5c

Any one of these reasons is sufficient for a WISE man or woman. All
together they smooth over every rough place in life. We offer you
safety and every courtesy for your account. Do you want the many
'
advantages that go with it?

We of this end of the county
would naturally suppose that the
Mora sheet, will have the naming
of all the County officers. We
may have a surprise in store for
you Mr. Mensajero.

Roy Trust & Savings Bank
H. B. JONES,

What do you know about the
iddy County Progressive Demo
crats, putting up a ticket against
the Gang rule of the old Democrats? We always thought there
were no gang rule among the
Democrats. (?)

Present

DR. F. B. EVANS,

Vice

Pre.

C. L. JUSTICE, Ca.hier

The Roy Blacksmith Shop
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

General Blacksmithing
Horse Shoeing a Specialty
All Work Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction
J. B. KING,
Proprietor

W.G.SARGENT,
of Rio Arriba County.

want progress and
prosperity or do you want a rope
SYLVESTRE MI RABAL,
I E
3V
of Valencia County. tition of the last Democratic ad
a
ministration
of
with
deficit
For State Supt. of Schools,
$127,000 in less than four years?
A. B. STROUP, , '
If you want to see New Mexico E3S5E2H
of Bernalülo.XJounty.
A Good Invettment in Real Estate i Worth a Lifetime of Labor
grow and prosper, vote for the
For Com. of Public Lands, KiV
Republican ticket from top to
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
E. J. H. ROY, PRES.
W. FRED OfiDEN, SEC'Y
of Union County. bottom.
For Attorney General,
Mr. Bursum declares that lie is
. FRANK W. CLANCY,
Go.
foi'
giving the land to the men
of Bernalillo County.
who want homes and to settle it
For Justices of Supreme Court,
No Deal Too Large
No Deal Too Small
up and improve it. Mr. McDon
VV.
PARKER,
FRANK
akl wants the public domain for
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
Real Estate, Insurance, Homesteads Located, Rentals and Collections,
his cattle owned by the foreign
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
Surveying, Land Filings, Commutation and Final Proofs.
who never have ev- U. S. Commissioner and Notaries in Our Office
For. Corporation Commissioners, cattle barons
r
Mexico.
en
New
ia
livel
GEORGE W. ARMI.IO,
AUTOMOBILE LIVERY IN CONNECTION
of Santa Fe County
V'.
HUGH WILLIAMS,
Mora County Republicans are
Phone 25
of Luna County going to put up one of the best
M. S. GROVES,
county tickets in the whole terri
Your Legal
Land
and
Business
Solicited
of Eddy County tory, and it behooves all good,
For Congress,
sound, and conscientious voters
GEORGE CURRY,
We are
to support that ticket.
of Otero County informed that there will be an
ELFEGO BACA,
A. S. BUSHKEVITZ
E. J. H. ROY
entirely new set of nominees on
PRES. AND GEN. MANAGE
SEC'Y AND TREAS.
of Bernalillo County the ticket, that alone ensures vie
For Judge Fourth District,
tory for the Republican party of
D. J. LEAHY,1
Mora County.
of San Miguel County.
(INCORPORATED)
For District Attorney,
C. W. G. WARD,
Write this down where you'll
Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South,
of Sa.i Miguel County, see it every day. The time to
t' Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
f
draw business is when you want
fin the North
business, and not when you have
Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Latest advices from Bernalillo more business than you can tend
Telephone Lines
County are that it will carry for to already.
the state and county ticket by a
Do your business by phone and get your answer at same
majority of not less than 1.000.
The man who gets mad at what
.
time and save telegraphic delays.
the newspaper says about him
EXCHANGES AT
should return thanks three times
O.
The light on Holm
Bursum, a day for what the newspapers
N. M.
N. M.
Republican candidate for Gover knew about him and suppressed.
nor is along the same line of a
Private Line
Local Buainet
Local Residence
per mo.
$3.00
mo.
per
buse and villilication, but withou
$2.50 per mo.
$1.50
The next big event is 'White- any statement of fact.
wash Day," Nov. 7th.

For State Treasurer,

Do you

I

Roy Real Estate & Abstract

I

.

Roy Telephone Company

ROY,

and SPRINGER,
.

ARE YOUR

WEAK?

KIDNEYS

For Cramps.

PCLITICALCOMMEHT

There are two ways to tell If you
have weak kidneys. The first Is
through pains in the hack. The second by examining the kidney secre
tions. If you suspect your kidneys,
begin using Doan's
Kidney Pills at
once.
E. R. Wilson,
Emmettshurg, Iowa, says: "I was
completely laid up
with kidney complaint and inflammatory
rheuma
tism. My limbs and feet were terribly swollen and so Inflamed I could
not walk for days. After doctors had
failed to help me, I began using Doan's
Kidney Pills. Three boxes cured me
so completely that I have not had the
slightest trouble since."
"When Your Back Is Lame, Remember the Name DOAN'S." 60c a
Co,
box at all stores. Foster-MilburBuffalo, N. Y.

A piece of

EDITORIAL.
EXPRESSIONS FROM
NEW MEXICO PAPERS OF
ALL PARTIES.'
WeaUrn Newspaper Union News Service.

Unfair Distribution.
The large group of eleven counties
New
in western and northwestern
Mexico, comprising almost
f
f
the area and having
the popu
lation of New Mexico, was utterly Ignored by the Democratic bosses who
formulated the Democratic state tick0
et, probably because they have
Spanish Americans. These eleven
counties consisting of San Juan, Rio
Arriba, Taos, Santa Fe, Sandoval,
Valencia, Socorro, Sierra,
Otero, Luna and Dona Ana, all
each other, were given not a
single Democratic candidate. Santa
Fe New Mexican (Rep.).
It may be only conjecture, but the
nominations of the recent Republican
primary, in some cases at least, would
It's always the other people who indicate that some personal whims
should be satisfied with what they were being catered to instead of the
general welfare of the party. The
have.
Courier has absolutely no personal interest in the matter other than the
general welfare of the county, and es
a Deep-Seat- ed
pecially the southern portion as it relates to its individual welfare and the
. Cough in a Hurry general welfare of the citizens of this
section; but it does believe that at
A Family Supply of Unequaled Cough
such a time as this all personal grievMoney
Re
50c
Remedy for
ances should be laid aside and every.
funded If It Fails.
one pun together. The man who is
Cough medicines, as a rule, contain a not broad enough to do this is not
large proportion of plain syrup a good in- broad enough
to run for office;
gredient, but one that anyone can make. should not be nominated for an office,
A pint of granulated sugar, with
pint
not be
of warm water, stirred for 2 minutes, gives and if nominated . should
elected. Columbus Courier (Rep.).
you as good syrup as money can buy.
bottle of Pinex, mixed in a
A
Jupiter Pluvius and the Democratic
e
pint bottle with
sugar syrup, party both seem determined to keep
gives you a full pint of really better cough
syrup than you could buy
lor New Mexico in the wet column. Jupi
$2.50. There's a clear saving of $2.00. Full ter keeps dispensing his liquid bless
directions in package.
ings and the Dems. failed to insert
And money couldn't buy a quicker,
better remedy. Takes hold at onco, gives the prohibition plank in their plat
almost instant relief, and usually stops form while at Santa Fe. jColumbus
the most obstínate,
cough in Courier (Rep.).
24 hours.
It stimulates the appetite, ' is
The Republican Central Committee
slightly laxative and has a pleasant taste-chil- dren
take it willingly. Splendid for did the respectable and logical thing
hoarseness, asthma, chest pains, and other in proposing to the Democratic Centhroat troubles, and unequaled for prompt tral Committee that the Supreme
results in whooping cough.
Pinex is a special and highly concen- Court candidates do not engage ac
trated compound of imported Norway tively in the political campaign. Both
White Pine extract, and is rich in guaiacol parties have declared in favor of keepand other natural healing pine elements. ing the supreme bench out of politics,
Simply mix it as directed with sugar syrup
or strained honey, and it is ready for use. and the Republicans will make good
Used in more homes in the U. S. and their pledges. The ermine should be
Canada than any other cough remedy.
kept spotless. Santa Fe New Mex
Pinex has often been imitated, but never
successfully, for nothing else will produce ican (Rep.).
The convention of New Mexico
the same results. The genuine is guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or money mayors held here this week, while
refunded.
Certificate of guarantee is
personnel, will have most
wrapped in each package. Your druggist small in
It has started an
has Pinex or will get it for vou. If not, important results.
send to The Pinex Co., 234 Main St., Ft. organized movement among the mu
Wayne, Ind.
nicipal executives In favor of better
legislation for cities and more uniA man doesn't have to know much
form laws for their government The
to know how little he knows.
movement cannot fail to be of great
benefit to every city in the state and
Mayor Elder is entitled to much
credit for starting the ball rolling.
Albuquerque Journal (Dem.).
one-hal-

one-hal-

candlewlck
worn around the leg in the garter
place, next to the skin, will prevent,
or, cure, cramp in the calf of the leg
or in the foot. I have proved this by
personal experience; I believe this
would prove effectual in preventing
swimmers' cramp; those liable to
cramp while in the water would be
wise to try it. Cottonbattlng, wrapped round the body from the arm-pit- s
downward, saved the Ufe of a man
suffering agony from painters' cramp;
It gave almost instant relief. National Magazine.
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Shoo Polishes

in ijuwiif. Largest
variety.
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They meet every requirement forincleaning sua
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Soft Beams.
"Lady," began the summer tramp at
gate, "can't yer help
the
a poor victim of an accident?"
"What kind of an accident?" asked
the housewife, suspiciously.
"Why, mum, last night while I was
sleeping, a dozen beams fell on me.
"Gracious! That was terrible! How
did it happen?"
"Why, I was sleeping In a flower
bed and they were moonbeams."
vine-covere- d

11.

As He Figured It.
"I hear your daughter haB gone
I
East to school."
Í3p
"Yes."
"Preparing for college, I suppose?"
Indies shoe dressing
GILT EDGE the only
"Well, as nearly as I am able to
that positively contain! OIL. Macks and Polishes
ladles' and children's boots and shoes, alilnet figure It out she is preparing to stick
wtrnonr running, arc. "frenen uioss, iuc.
gorgeous commencement out
DANDY combination for cleaning and polishing me for a
all kind of russet or tan shoes, 23c. "Star alte, 10o.
fit."
IvLlin; commnauon tor gentlemen no take
pride In having their shoes look Al. Restores color
and lustre to all black shoes. Polish with a brush
A Sharp Distinction.
or elotb, 26 cents. " Uauy taite" sise cents.
Rankin What are you going to get
If your dealer does not keep the kind you want,
tend u his address and the price In stomps tor with that big boxful of cigar coupons
a mil size pscicaire.
you've been collecting all this time?
WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.,
Fyle I'm hesitating between a 1911
Albany St., Cambridge, Mas.
6
Largest- Manufacturer
27k Oldest and
motorcycle
of
and a 25 cent razor will
.
TI
'
fit
ii
probably take the razor.
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Important to Mothers

CHANGE

I

WOMAN'S

LIFE

Made Safe by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

Examine carefullj every bottle of
Graniteville, Vi "I was passing
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Change of Life and suffered
Infants and children, and see that It through the
from nervousness
XT
Tloo ra thA
and other annoying
symptoms, and I
Signature of
can truly say that
In Use For Over 30 Years.
luyala jü. jyintnam'a
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Vegetable Com.
pound has proved
worth mountains of
The Plain Facts.
gold- - to me, as it
"Did you see the prisoner strike this
restored my neaitn
man in the melee?"
and strength. I
"No, I seen him swat him on the
never forget to tell
nose."
my friends what
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Whenever vou have a Ttain think of Vegetable Compound has done for me
Hamlins Wizard Oil. For Headache, during this trying period. Complete
Toothache, Earache, Stomach ache, and restoration to health means so much
many other painful ailments there is noth to me that for the sake of other suffering better.
ing women I am willing to make my
trouble public so you may publish
Some men never succeed in putting this letter." Mrs. Chas. Babclat,
their best foot forward because they E.F.D., Graniteville, Vt.
are unable to decide which one it is
No other medicine for woman's ilia
and unhas received such wide-sprequalified endorsement. íío other medBEAUTIFUL POST CARDS FREE icine
we know of has such a record
Bend Jo stamp for Ave samples of my very choic
est Gold Embossed Birthday, Flower and Motto of cures as has Lydia E. Pinkham's
Post Cards; beautiful colors and loveliest designs. Vegetable Compound.
Art Post Card Glnb, 731 Jackson St., Topeka, Kansas
Por more than 80 years it has been
as inflammaGiving other people the best of It curing woman's ills suchtumors,
irregulceration, fibroid
tion,
And besides
Is a good investment.
ularities, periodic pains and nervous
it may not cost you anything.
prostration, and it is unequalled for
carrying women Bafelv through the
Hrs. Wrnslow's Soothing- Syrup for Children period of change of life.

(jikffUUM

ad

teething, softens the gums, reduces inflamina
Uon, allays palm, cures wind colic, 25c bottle.

Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.,
Invites all sick women to write
A woman thinks a man is sensible her for advice. Her advice is free,
and always helpful
If he tells her that she is handsome.
If you wish beautiful, clear. white
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue, At all
good grocers.

up'

put-u- p

W.

for COUCHS

job.

L

to remember

you need

A man can't kick if his monument
Is a

is

the name

and

a remedy

COLDS

DOUGLAS

2.50, 3.00, 3.50 & 4.00 SHOES
Men and Women wear WX.Douglas shoes
because they are the best shoes produced in
this country for the price. Insist upon hav
ing them. Take no other make.

THE STANDARD OF QUALITY

FOR OVER 30 YEARS
The

assurance that goes with an estabis your assurance in buying
W. Douglas shoes.
Ií I could take you into my large factories
at Brockton, Mass., and show you how
carefully W.LDouglas shoes are made, you
would then understand why they are warranted to hold their shape, fit better and
wear Ion ger than any other make for the price
genuine have W. I 'Douglas
rHIITION
name and price stamped on bottom
If Ton cannot obtain W. T Dónelas shoes in
your town, write for cátalos. Shoes sent direct ONE PAIR of my BOYS' S3, 93.50 or
from factory to wearer, all charges prepaid. W.L. 83.00 SHOKS win posit Wely outwear
DOUGLAS, 140 Spark SU, Brockton, Mass. TWO VAUtSof ordinary boys' shoes
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DRY FARMERS' ERRORS
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Many Failures Directly Traceable
to Lack of Knowledge.

ia

Plow, Packer and Marrow Mutt Be
. Used Often and Thoroughly to
Catch and Retain Moisture
Falls During Winter.

The great majority of failures from
past season and directly traceable to a lack, of knowl-ult- e
as to the requirements of the
( roiis.
The greatest mistake was
made in the preparation of the soil
and until this part of the business
I'ttomes thoroughly understood
rtttlers might as well give up
idea of dry farming and go into the
chicken business, Bays the Denver
Held and Farm. A slipshod method
in preparing the teed bed is the first
ttep toward failure. The plow, the
packer and harrow mutt be used often and thoroughly. Plow the land in
summer or fall as conditions will permit and plow as deeply as possible.
When we first break the virgin sod
we can seldom plow deeper than two
to three Inches, but
and one-hal- f
that we can gradually increase this
depth to eight or ten Inches.
The object of plowing deep in summer or fall Is to catch and retain all
the moisture possible that will fall
during the winter and spring and thus
have a large reservoir of loose soil
to retain the water. If the precipitation is heavy enough during this
l eriod to thoroughly fill the soil with
moisture, disk and harrow the land
as soon as soil conditions will permit in the spring. A crop may then
be planted with some prospect of success. In exceptionally dry years It
will be found necessary to summer
fallow the land and seed it a year
later. On level land where the wind
blows a great deal and is apt to carry
the snow off of the fields, a method
often practised to great advantage is
to plow deep furrows across the field
every ten or twelve feet In opposite
direction to the prevailing winds.
The snow is driven and held In these
furrows and a lister can be used to
burst out these rows.
The roller and harrow all should
be used freely. There are upon the
market a number of corrugated rollers. One with deep corrugation Is
preferable.
Never use the roller
when the ground is too moist or when
It can not be followed by the harrow.
Many tenderfoot farmers work the
soil when It has a tendency to slick
and this is a bad policy wherever It
is done, but it means ruin if done at
all in the seml-arlregion. After every rain, Just as soon as the soil is
in working condition, run over it
with a harrow so as to break the
crust.
Small grain can be harrowed to advantage until It is four inches high.
When doing this set the teeth backward at an angle of forty-fiv- e
degrees
and run crosswise with the drill
rows. All the work done upon the
fields should be with the one end in
.
view that of conserving moisture.
The moisture . lost from the soil
through neglect means a proportionate decrease in the crop. A practise
that is quite common is to follow the
grain binder with a good sharp disc
barrow, the object of this being to
break up the hard surface of the soil
and thus prevent evaporation. When
small grain of spring seeding Is to
follow corn, thoroughly
disc
the
ground as rapidly as the corn is cut.
Cry farming the

d

Robbed of Distinction.
Mary and her brother Albert had
been 111 for several days. Their grand-- .
mother, In telling a friend who called
about their Illness said that Mary had
pome fever, but that Albert had none.
After the friend had gone Albert, who
had overheard the conversation, said
in a tearful voice: "Grandmother, how
would you like It if you were 111 and
eomeone said you had no feverT"
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A Letter

No inexperienced farmer need

Spanish-America-

prizes.
expect to win
There are farmers that make a
specialty of preparing for this
congress and various land shows
y
held hi the east. Pro. J. D.
of the Santa F and Prof. H.
M. Cottrell of the Rock Island
have extended many courtesies
to the delegates from New Mexico. The mistakes made by the
Roy Dist. Fair Ass'n. in its exhibit may be pardoned this time,
but never airain. for if the rules
had been properly studied and
exhibit prepared accordingly and
entered in the proper class, your
re presenta Uve could have come
home with a number of first
awards.

Roy, N. M.
The sixth International Dry
Farming Congress was formally
opened at 10:30 o'clock Monday
morning, by the tiring of six
bombs. The weather, (with the
exception of Sunday, which was
very M'indy) has been all one
could ask for.
The six large tents in which
the Exposition is held, have been
crowded to their capacity with
delegntes and visitors loug before
the, opening guns were tired.
New Mexico is represented at
Exposition by exhibits from Curry, Quay, Guadalupe and .Mora
The exhibits from
counties.
Quay and the Roy District of
Mora county have attracted considerable attention and many favorable comments from delegates
and visitors, and I am glad to say
.

sever-

al first aud a number of second
prizes. New Mexico leads the
Southwest in the splendid display of milo maize and kaffir corn.
The Congress is a great educational institution and will in the

future be the means of benefiting
thousands of people not only in
this, but in other countries.
The Dry Farming' Congress
like all other institutions is noi
perfect and makes many raistak
es. The prepe ration of exhibits
for such a Fair should be commenced one year in advance, by
that I mean the exhibitor should
make up his mind what he wishes
to show and prepare his ground
and seed according to the very
best scientific methods.

Rousing Republican

Rally

Although the inclemency of the
the weather prevented many from
attending the Republican Rally
last night, a good fair sized
crowd was there to greet the
speakers. Hon. D. J. Leahy and
Hon. C. W. G. Ward, Republican
candidates for Judge and District
Attorney of our district, comprising the counties of Mora, San
Miguel and Guadalupe.
Mr. W. F. Walkowiak, chairman of the meeting introduced
Capt. D. J. Leahy, the first speaker, and it is not necessary to say
that Mr. Leahy kept the audience
to a high pitch of .attention. His
remarks regarding the political
situation in New Mexico were
truthful, hii arguements forcible
and his condemnation of the vilh
By an exchange of space allot-ehication of II. 0. Bursuui by the
the exhibitors from our state Democratic Machine, left no
we arranged it so we could form doubt that Mr. Leahy is wava state exhibit and make a very ing a clear campaign. He procreditable showing. Thelitature duced sworn proof to the effect
the Hon. Holm 0. Bursum
given.awnybyDr.il. G.' Bren that
did not embezzle Penitentiary
han of Quay and your represen- Funds, and Territory of New
tative from Uoy was eagerly Mexico had to refund the four
sought for by the people who ex- thousand dollars to Bursum on
press a desire to know more account of money extorted from
him by one H. J. Hagerman then
about New Mexico after seeing the Governor of New Mexoco.
what had been raised there.
Mr. Ward then had the attention
of the audience. Mr. Ward
Question after question has
dwelt upon the fitness for office
been asked of Dr. Brenhan and of the Democratic nominees. He
myself, about the land, crops, being well acquainted with all of
water and people of Mora and them, gave a fitting talk upon
Quay counties, all of which we their qualifications. Several democrats in the audience who never
answered in a favorable way that
heard of their nominees will vote
would lead the investigator to different after the personel of the
Democratic Candidates for State
come and see for himself.
office has been brought to their
Kindly announce through your attention. Mr. Ward kept the
paper the time of the meeting crowd in an uproar of laughter
for the selection of officers and by his huraurous remarks and as
committee men of the Fair Ass'n a whole, both Mr. Leahy and Mr.
Ward were highly pleased with
I will endeavor to tell the people
their visit to Roy.
what 'I have learned while at the
We appreciated your visit and
Dry Farming Congress.
will show our appreciation by
giying you a substantial majority
Yours Truly,
on Nov. 7th.
R. W. Boulware
Tin-sle-

n,

that NVw Mexico has won

'

many'

Colorado Springs, Colo.
Oct. 17th, 1911
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Terrible Suffering;

LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

STATE NEWS

Minor Occurrences of Mora Than Ordl.

nary Interest.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
NEW MEXICO COMING EVENTS.
Oct.
1
Northern New Mex. Fair
18-2-

Raton.

November 7th. General State Election, called by the governor all over
the state.

Two Daughters Dead; Father Dying.
Questa,
because
she saw her lather weeping at the bed
side of her sister,
Placida
Martinez dropped dead as she stepped
Into tie room here. Juan N. Martinez, her father, was affected to such
an extent that he, too, is dying and
will follow his two daughters to the
grave.
Grief-stricke-

n

GOVERNMENT

OFFICIAL
ARRESTED.

Charged That Johnston's Deputies
Have Illegally Acquired Lands
From Indians.
Santa Fe,
While he was at
breakfast at a local hotel, a warrant
was served on William E. Johnston,
well known as "Pussytoot" Johnston
of Denver, former chief special officer of the Interior Department, for
the suppression of the liquor traffic
among the Indians, who, recently resigned. It is charged that one of
Johnston's deputies in New Mexico
who was recently let out by the
lands from the Indians of San
Ildefonso and Santa Clara pueblos,
and that the government attorneys have been investigating this matter and have instructed proceedings to
eject this
from Indian
lands.
STATE TICKET.

DEMOCRATIC
W. C. McDonald

Named to Oppose

"When mv babv wag four months nM
his face broke out with eczema and at
sixteen months of age his face, hands and
arms were in a dreadful stale. The
eczema spread all over his body. We had
to put a mask or cloth over his face and
tie up his hands. Finally we gave him
Hood s Sarsaparilla and in a few months
he was entirely cured. Today he is a
healthy boy." Mrs. Inez Lewis, Baring,
Maine.
Hood's Sarsaparilla cures blood diseases
and builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

PEOPLE

H.

0. Bursum.
Santa Fe,

After three days of
caucusing, and after three days of ne
gotiations with the "Progressive Republicans," the Democratic state con
vention completed its state ticket.
After nominating for governor W.
C. McDonald, a cattleman,, manager
of the Carrizozo Land & Cattle Com
pany, an English concern, against
Holm. 0. Bursum, sheepman, nominee
of the Republicans the Democratic
caucus was engaged in rearranging
the rest of the ticket.
A. C. Torres of Socorro county, slat
ed for the lieutenant governorship,
was withdrawn by friends because of
league
criticism by the
that he owned a saloon at Magdalena
Anti-Saloo- n

Eczema All Over Baby's Body.

The D. & R. G. bridge at Chamita
has been washed out.
Chaves county has organized- - a
Teachers' Association.
Two school houses have been com
pleted at Elephant Butte.
The new Methodist church at Co
lumbus is nearing completion.
The Republican state campaign was
formerly opened at Las Vegas.
The Democrats, too, will make their
IN THE LIVE BOX.
state headquarters at Santa Fe.
The saloon of Patrick Hogan at Cer
rillos was burglarized and $67 in cash
taken.
F. M. Sexton, two miles north of
Artesia, sold his place of 160 acres
for $14,000.
The annual conference of the New
Mexico M. E. church, South, was held
in Tucumcari.
Several farmers In the Columbuj
vicinity have made successful experiments with sweet clover.
The heaviest rain of the year has
fallen at Silver City, coming too late
in the season to do much good.
T. C. Rivera of Chamita, for gov
ernor, heads the state ticket chosen
by the state convention of the Socialists.
The Lakewood Canning factory is
now. running full time and putting out
Willie Rock Say, Johnnie, I don't
from seven to ten thousand cans want to play In your yard.
dally.
The Universal Franchise.
A masked, man entered the store of
A small number of men sympathiz
Polidora Chavez, at Albuquerque, and
took $100 from the cash drawer and ers took part in the suffragist parade
In New York city, among them several
escaped.
faculty of Teachers'
Two hundred visiting Odd Fellows members of the
college.
professors bad
One
of
these
joined the Roswell members of the orthe honor of leading the male continder In the seventy-fourtannual meet- gent and of carrying a banner.
ing of the New Mexico grand lodge. '
"Did you notice," he asked a friend
The thirtieth annual New Mexico afterward, "What the Inscription was
fair was opened at Albuquerque by on that banner they gave me to
Gov. William J. Mills, a large crowd carry?"
,
from all parts of the state being pres"No," replied his friend, "you carent.
ried it as if you were afraid some one
Kyle Fox, promoter of the aviation would decipher It."
meet held in Roswell, has disappeared
"It read," chuckled the professor,
with. the $500 bonus given by the lo "The men vote why not we?'"
cal committee and taking all the gate Success Magazine.
receipts.
Consider the running expenses of a
The judicial convention for the
young man.
fast
Sixth judicial district met and elected
John Corbett of Luna county chair
FROM TEXAS
man and Jim Blair of Grant county
Some Coffee Facts From the Lone
secretary.
Star State.
The following postmasters have re
cently been appointed: Nutt R. A,
From a beautiful farm down in TexDavis; Ragland, John P. Brissey, as, where gushing springs unite to
Rincón, J. H. Knight; Causey, John form babbling brooks that wind their
M. Manes; Taft, Winnie Bartnam.
sparkling way through flowery meads,
comes a note of gratitude for delivery
Organization of the
Democratic
state central committee was . com-- . from the coffee habit
"When my baby boy came to me
pleted at Santa Fe by the election of
five years ago, I began to drink
Judge N. B. Laughlin a3 secretary, and
having a feeling that It would
Former Governor W. T. Thornton as Postum,
be
for him and me than the old
better
treasurer.
kind of drug-ladecoffee. I was not
The Judicial district convention for disappointed in It, for it enabled me, a
the counties of Quay, Colfax, Union small, delicate woman, to nurse a
and Taos met and nominated T. B bouncing, healthy baby 14 months.
Lieb of Raton for district judge, and
"I have since continued the use of
E. F. Saxon of Tucumcari to be
Postura for I have grown fond of It,
attorney.
and have discovered to my joy that it
has entirely relieved me of a bilious
An Increase of $11,245,000 In ten
years In the aggregate value of Its habit which used to prostrate me two
or three times a year, causing much
domestic animals is the record for New
discomfort to my family and suffering
Mexico, according to figures given out
to myself.
by the census bureau. Cattle had a
"My brother-in-lawas cured of
greater , value than any other class of
chronic constipation by leaving off
domestic animals, both in 1910 and in coffee
and using Postum. He has be'
1900.
Their total value In 1910 was come even
more fond of 'it than he
$20,245,000, while in 1900 it was
was of the old coffee.
an increase of 12.6 per cent.
"In fact, the entire family, from the
The abstract of the condition of the latest arrival (a
who always
national banks of New Mexico, at the calls for his 'potie' first thing in the
close of business on September 1 as morning), up to the head of the house,
reported to the comptroller of the cur think there is no drink so good or so
rency shows the average reserve held wholesome as Postum." Name given
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
at 17.68 per cent as compared with
Read-th- e
little book, "The Road to
17.88 per cent on June 7. Loans anu
Wellvllle," In pkgs. "There's a reason
discounts decreased from $10,653,289
Ever read the above letter? A new
to $10,599,834; gold coin from $400,' one apprarm from time to time. They
are
genuine, true, and full of human
998 to $363,09 and individual depos
Interest.
to
its from $12,639,189
$12,183,109.
h
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O. L. OWEN OF CLOVIS

Nominated by the Democrats for One
of the Three State Corporation
Commissioners.
and Ezequiel C. De Baca of Las Veg
as, editor of the La Voz del Pueblo,
was named for lieutenant governor,

Short on Currency.
"Did she marry the man who res
cued her?"
"Yes, and now she's discovered that

her life was the only thing he ever
saved."

Located.
Willis What became of the fellow
who constructed the watch with 10,000
separate pieces?
Glllis I think I've got one of his
automobiles now. Puck.
Bad for Pa.
"Say, ma, does God see everything
we do?"
"Yes, my child."
"Even the little things around the
house, ma In the hall and dining
room and all around?"
"Yes, my child, everywhere."
After a moment's sympathetic contemplation in profound silence: " '
"Gee, I wouldn't like to be pa."
LIpplncott's.

Business Suggestion.
had worn his mother's patience to the limit
"You are a perfect little heathen!"
she remarked, giving way at last.
"Do you
mean it?" demanded
A

Bobby

Bobby.
"I do indeed," said his mother.
"Then say, Ma," said Bobby, "why
can't I keep that ten cents a week you
gimme for the Sunday school collection? I guess I'm as hard up as any
of the rest of 'em." Harper's Weekly.

Something to Show.
"Do you mean to tell me," demand-e- d
Mr. Silllcus angrily, "that you actually ordered $10 worth of groceries
of a total stranger, at prices less than
any wholesale dealer, can buy them,

and paid for them in advance?"
"Yes, that's what I said," replied
his better half.
"And you hadn't sense enough to
see that it was a barefaced swindle!"
roared Silllcus. "Well your money's
gone now, and you have nothing to
show for it."
'AVhy, yes I have, John," said his
wife. "I have this man's receipt for
the money." LIpplncott's.
Precocious Willie.

"Pa!" came little Willie's voice from

the darkness of the nursery.
Pa gave a had imitation of a snore.
He was tired and did not wish to be
disturbed.
"Pa!" came the little voice again.
"What is it, Willie?" replied his
father, sleepily.
"Turn in here. I want to ast you
sumpin'," said the Iftte voice.
So pa rose up from his down couch
and putting on his bathrobe and slippers, marched into the nursery.
"Well, what Is it now?" he asked.
"Say, pa," said little Willie, "if you
was to feed the cow on soap wou'd she
give shaving cream?" Harper's Week.

ly.

EXCURSION

HO"ESEEKERS

RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DURING 1911.,
On the first and third Tuesdays of

each month during the entire yeai
The Colorado and Southern Rail-wa- y
will sell round trip horaeseekers'
excursion tickets to a great many
points in New Mexico and Texas at
greatly reduced rates. Final limit
25 days allowing
liberal stop-ove- r
privileges. For detailed information,
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colorado and Southern agent; or address T.
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
Denver, Colo.
RflU

I
I nOV Dealer In all kinds or
, LU 'n, CHAN!UK. Mammoth
TMnko.
msllrd free. Tor. Kith

MEK-QU-

rao-lop-

;

Is
the
swellest
Wedding, Birthday
or Christmas Gift
( ud and Saucer. 12?
Salt and Pepper, $1.60; Bread and Butter, 1.00; Olive Dish, S1.25 ; Spoon
Tray, $1.25 ; Cake plate, I3.Q0 Cream
and bugar, $2.60 up. Will execute
work In any design guaarnteed satisfactory order now for Holidays.
Mr. U. T. Hamer, 2402 E. Colfax Ave.
Painted

CHINA

Denver, Coloardo.
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Walkowaik, Julius
AND
Appel and E. J. H. Roy, made an
1
auto trip to the Metropolis of
Union county Tuesday. Dr. M.
Gibbs accompanied them as
Elmer Evans of" near Abbott
ar as Solano.
was a Roy visitor this week.
1

W.

LOCAL
PERSONAL

Fran

Remember, the Ideal Grocery
get considerable advertisement.
keep on hand strictly fresh
Co.
The El Paso and Southwestern
Railway Company donated $150. meats, groceries, fruits and veg00 to defray the expenses of a etables.

'

Representative to take the exhibit
to Colorado Springs.

Fairview Pharmacy is the place
to
gtt Formaldehyde and Blue
Vigif,
Celso
the self confessed
Wm, A. Glaze, S. J. Anderson,
Stone
for the seed wheat.
murderer of Mrs, Margeret Kar- Clarence Wright was in Spring
I. R. and J. H. Kilburn came
in, of Jarstas, is a degenerate of
er this week on business.
over from Mt. Dora, Tuesday. the commonest type according to
They'are out deer hunting and
The doctors
Dr. Gibbs was called to Solano will spend a week with Dan Laum expert testimony.
did not say
he was insane.
Tuesday to attend Mrs Stanley

that

,

bach.

Ideal Grocery
Company

vigil plead guilty to murder in
the first degree, and was senten
(Incorporated)
Woodard and Jones have the
E. J. H. Roy has been appoint ced to To years at hard labor in
contract to install a large cistern ed a delegate to the Trans Mis- the state penitentiary at Santa F. A. ROY, Pres. and. Gen. Manager
at the Oriental hotel.
sissppi Commercial Congress Fe.
which convenes at Kansas City,
Geo. Hite and Mr. Swope of Mo., Nov. 14 to 17th, 1911.
Deer Season Opened.
Fancy Groceries,
Mills, transacted business in Roy
Wednesday.
Fresh Fish,
The deer season opened Sunday
Rev. Edwin Gaskill and family
one
month.
Vegetables and
of Seneca, Kans., arrived in Roy and will continue for
Mrs. L. E. Alldredge and little Tuesday and will make their It is said that there is more deer
MEAT MARKET
daughter are visiting this week in future home here. Rev. Gaskill in New Mexico than ever before,
Springer.
is a methodist minister who suc and that there is one for every
There
ceeds Rev. Lucas of this charge, voter in the territory.
quail,
grouse,
and Our Goods are Always Fresh. The
more
also
are
.Several wagon loads of native
Home of Good Things to Eat
baled hay was brought into mark
ere turkey than in former years.
Joe liallaru and children
Once a Customer, Always One
et this week.
in town Thursday from their
The Ideal Grocery Co. have
home at Albert. Mr. Ballard be clean seed wheat and rye for sale Next Door to Postoffice, ROY, N. M
Isidro Montoya, a prominent neves in reading tne oest paper at $1.50 pea- cwt.
politician of Union County is in in the county, and had us put
his name on our large subscrip
the city.
W. FRED OGDEN
Attornev-M-Lntion list.
-

W. R. HOLLY
w

Louis Branch returned Wed
nesdav from Ft, Fred Steele
Wyo., where he has been employ
ed for several months past.
Rev. C. E. Hunt will commence
Sunday to hold protractive meet
ings at the school house whic!
will continue for two weeks.

Notary Public

E.

J.

H.

Roy

returned from

Clayton Saturday, after piloting
the Trinidad Boosters safely
thru. He reports the road be
tween Roy and Clayton to be in

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
NEW MEXICO
ROY,

Practices in Territorial
Federal Courts. :: ::

am)
:: ::

Springer. N. Mex.

Tucumcari

Strayed.

Hospital.

fine shape!

Strayed from my ranch, one Dr's. Thomson & Noble,
bay mare branded E V on left
Surgeons in Charge, .
Rev. J. S. Russei left Monday hind leg near flank. A liberal
for Tucson, Arizona, where he reward will be paid for inform- Tucumcari, New Mexicq,
went to attend the Synod of New ation leading to her recovery.
Dan Kelly, representing the Mexico which will be in session
R. W. Bou ware.
.
THE ROY
Gross Kelly Merc. Co. of Las at that place for two weeksVegas, was calling on the loca!
trade Tuesday.
Mrs. Ida E. Church has left
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.
Roy for an extended visit to Kan
Agency for
Randolph Grouse, son of Mr. sas City, New Orleans and other
and Mrs. S. R. Crouse of north of points. She will return in the
town, arrived here Thursday to spring, Many will
Steam Laundry
miss Mrs,
C M. ANDKRSON & SON, Props
spend a few: weeks visiting.
Church, as she has a host of
Basket Goe Out Every Monday
All Classes of Machine Work,
friends in Roy and surroundings.
NEW MEXICO
ROY,,
Automobile Work, General
Don't fail to register for the
Blacksmithing, Heavy Forgcoming election.
Registration
H. M. Hanson, who was former
books now open at the Ideal Groc- ly in the mercantile business at ing, Horse Shoeing. Eiti-- .
mates Given on Pipes and
ery office.
Albert, arrived in town WednesRestaurant & Bakery
Pnmps for Wells
day from his home at Tacoma,
Mr. Ida Church, Prop.
.
W. li. Harper left Wednesday Wash. He went to Albert for a
Wagon and Carriage
FRESH BREAD,
for Kansas City where he went few days visit.
Work our Specialty
He will
for medical treatment.
All work Guaranteed
CAKES and PIES
be gone until next March.
Always on Hand
W. C Welch, agent for the E.
1

-

Variety Machine
Works

BARBER SHOP
White Swan

P. & S. W. at Solano, was in the Variety Machine Works
Meals and Short Orders
city the fore part of the week enROY,
NEW MEXICO
NEW MEX.
ROY,
joying a duck hunt. Mr. Welch
23
just returned from an exten-- d
trip in the east, and he says the
people back there are very much
New Mexico.
The Northeastern New Mexico interested in
Sunday School Convention will
G. D. MILLER, Proprietor
R. W. Boul ware left last Wedbe held at the School house, in
nesday
Colorado
for
Springs, to
Roy, on Sunday, October 29th.
All kinds of Pressing, Cleaning, Repairing,
j
These conventions are held every attend and represent thj Roy
: :
: :
Remodeling and Dyeing.
: :
fifth Sunday and are very interes- Country at the Dry Farming Con
ting. Everybody is invited and gress. mr. uouiware took a
Special Attention Given to Ladies' Tailoring.
should attend, as an elaborate fair collection of dry farming proRoy, New Mexico
Main St.
program is in store for this ducts, and with his ability to
demonstrate, Roy farmers should
eyent.
John Smith and wife are in
charge of the restaurant and bakery formerly owned by Mrs. Ida
Church.

Lone Star Pantatorium

